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two men ; who, with their bows and arrows, shot terribly at them. Whereupon we discharged certain haiquebusses to them again; but the ignorant people weighed it not, because they knew not the danger thereof: but used a marvellous crying in their fight, with leaping and turning their tails, that it was most strange to see, and gave us great pleasure to behold them. At the last, one being hurt with an harquebus upon the thigh, looked upon his wound, and wist now how it came because he could not see the pellet.
Here Master hawkins perceiving no good to be done amongst them, because we could not find their towns; and also not knowing how to go into Rio Grande [or Jeba,} for want of a pilot, which was the very occasion of our coming thither: and finding so many shoals, feared, with our great ships to go in ; and therefore departed on our pretended [intended] way to the Idols.
The loth of December, we had a north-east wind with rain and storm; which weather continuing two days together, was the occasion that the Solomon and Tiger lost our company: for whereas the J-esus and pinnace [Swallow] anchored at one of the islands called Sambula, the I2th day; the Solomon and Tiger came not thither till the I4tbu
In this island, we stayed certain days ; going, every day, on shore to take the inhabitants, with burning and spoiling their towns: who before were Sapies, and were conquered by the Samboses [the modern Sambos], inhabitants beyond Sierra Leone.
These Samboses had inhabited there three years before our coming thither; and, in so short space, have so planted the ground that they had great plenty of mill [millet], rice, roots, pompions [pumpkins], pullin, goats, of small dried fry: every house being full of the country's fruit, planted by GOD's Providence, as Palmito trees, fruits like dates, and sundry others, in no place in all that country so abundantly; whereby they lived more deliciously than others.
These inhabitants had divers of the Sapies which they took in the wars, as their slaves; whom only they kept to till the ground, in that they neither have the knowledge thereof, nor yet will work themselves: of whom, we took many at that place ; but of the Samboses, none at all; for they fled into the main [land].

